
Time For A Change
WellcomeMD is a concierge medical practice that provides 
its members with individualized, quality healthcare. Our 
physicians are experts in primary care and are supported 
by a medical team that is focused on you and your health.

WELLCOMEMD 
MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM

OUR PRIORITIES

ARE ALWAYS YOUR CARE

The WellcomeMD Concierge Difference
We value our members and go out of our way to provide 
outstanding healthcare. Unlike traditional practices, our 
success is based completely on your satisfaction.

Email Us
info@WellcomeMD.com

Visit us
www.WellcomeMD.com

Location
Oak Park, IL

Call or Text Us
708.315.2472

We believe medicine should be practiced at a pace that allows a physician’s passion 
and expertise to create a meaningful connection with their patients.

Fitness Individualized fitness and nutrition consultation

Travel Health Consultations on pre-travel immunizations -  
Liaise with pharmacies and health care institutions around 
the world for your care

Women’s Health Offer routine gynecological exams and 
advice on women’s health

Second Opinions Facilitate second opinion with some of 
the most trusted institutions in the country

24/7 ACCESS  
by phone, text,  
and video

PROACTIVE  
preventative 
healthcare

COMPREHENSIVE  
fitness & diet 
evaluation

SAME DAY  
unrushed 
appointments

AND CONVENIENCE

Does Your Doctor Offer This?
• Unhurried, same-day appointments

• Advanced Yearly Physicals

• Physician driven individual health plans

• In office lab evaluations

• House calls & local hospital visits when needed

• Liaise with specialist providers

• Diet & Fitness Consultations

• Complimentary two month gym membership



DR. INGRID LIU  
Having practiced Family Medicine for nearly 20 years, I’ve 
provided care for thousands of patients of all ages. I pride 
myself on being a compassionate physician with excellent 
communication skills and knowledge. I’m board certified 
in family practice medicine and proficient in all aspects of 
primary care, but I hold special interests in women’s health 
and travel medicine.

I was influenced by my grandfather, a physician, and saw 
the relief on people’s faces when ailments were treated 
and the impact a physician can make on the community. 
I chose to get my degree in osteopathic medicine, which 
emphasizes treating the entire person and not just organs 
or diseases.

Outside of work, I enjoy music, travel, different types of 
cuisine, jogging, yoga, and spending time with my husband 
and two daughters. 

I would be honored to work with you on your journey to 
good health.
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OAK PARK, IL

MICHAEL WEBER 
MANAGING DIRECTOR, HEALTHCARE 
GROUP-LINCOLN INTERNATIONAL

Dr. Liu and her staff have provided me with great, 
caring service on a personalized, customized basis. 
I feel that under her care I am getting the right, 
proactive treatment and advice on a consistent basis.

FORREST OLIVO 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CONTEMPORARY ART 
DAILY & CONTEMPORARY ART GROUP

Dr. Liu was professional, steady, and provided great 
advice as my partner and I navigated a large hospital 
system, then helped me interpret and understand 
the results.  She is invaluable when you need help 
journeying through healthcare in an increasingly 
complex environment.


